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Abstract 
Szabados, J. and P. Vertesi, A survey on mean convergence of interpolatory processes, Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 3-18. 
A detailed account of what happened in the theory of mean convergence of Lagrange and Hermite-Fejer type 
interpolation in the last fifty-five years is given. Starting from the classical result of ErdBs and Tut%, 
(hopefully) all important developments are considered, in some cases with an indication of the method of 
proof. Even some yet unpublished results are included. A list of rcfcrences helps to orientate those interested 
in the details. 
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0. Introduction 
Let X be an arbitrary triangular matrix 
(-1 qx,,,, <X,,_l,*, < ‘.. <X1),(< I), n = 19 2Y.9 
of interpolation in the interval [ - 1, 11, and iet 
lk(X) := l,,(X, x) := 
%(X) 
WL(Xk)(X -xk) ’ 
k=l )..., n, n=1,2 ,..., 
be the fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation, where 
w,Jx) :=o,JX, x) := fi (x _Xk), n = 1, 2,... . 
k=l 
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Then the Lagrange interpolatory operator L,( f, x) := L,(f, X, x) based on the matrix X can 
be written in the form 
:I 
L,(f, x) = c f(x,)l,(x), n = 1,2,..., 
k=l 
for al arbitrary f(x) E C (the space of continuous functions in the interval [ - 1, 11). With a 
slight abuse of notation, we shall write L,$ f, w, x) whenever the matrix X consists of roots of 
the orthogonal polynomials corresponding to a weight function w(x) in [ - 1, l] (i.e., w(x) 2 0 
on [ - 1, l], 0 < j! ,w( x) dx < 00; for other related facts and definitions see [17], [52, 2.2, p.261). 
In what follows we shall use the notation 
p.N. := 
v 
’ if(x)lPw(x) dx)“‘, wao, OqPc~, 
! 
and in case w: shall simply write ]] l 11 instead of ]I l II p,l; while ]I f II 5. := 
esssuP-,..t,, The corresponding spaces arePdenoted by LP or Lp[ - 1, 11; moreover, 
f E t L log+ LP’ iff I! 1 I f(x) Ilog+ I f(x) I < 0~. (The same notations will be used in the trigono- 
metric case? when integration is over [0, 2~3 instead of [ - 1, 11.) The quantity 
II L,llcc:= II L,(X) IL +iiI I&)1 jlj( n = 1,2,..., 
is called the Lebesgzde constant of interpolatiorz (in supremum norm). Since by Faber’s classical 
result frcm 1914, 
IIL,t(X)Ilx~c log n, (0 1) . 
with an absolute constant c > 0 for any matrix X, the Lagrange interpolation can never be 
convergent for all continuous functions. (In fact, the divergence of the supremum norm can be 
strengthened to the a-e. (almost everywhere) divergence; see [13].) This motivates the fact that 
the attention of researchers was turned to the prcblem of mean convergence of Lagrange 
interpolation. The first such result is due to Erdiis and TurGn [12] from 1936, who proved that 
II f - L,( f, w) II b -+ 0, as n -+ 00, (0 2) . 
for all f(x) E C and weight function w(x). In fact, for the Chebyshev weight w(x) = (1 -x2)-112 
much more is true (T is the matrix of Chebyshev nodes (cos(2k - l)n/(2n)}, k = 1,. . . , n, 
n = 1, 2, _ . . ): 
II f(x) - L,,(f, T, x) II p.II-xy/z -+ 0, as n --) 00, (0 3) . 
for all fc x) E C and p > 1 [ 111. Independently, for trigonometric interpolation on the equidis- 
tant nodes 
2kr 
tkrl = - 
212 + 1 ’ 
k=O, l,..., 212, (0 4) . 
Marcinkiewicz [22] proved that 
for all g!!! E C,, (the space of 2n-periodic continuous functions) (here I,, is the corresponding 
trigonometric interpolation polynomial). This is equivalent to (0.3). Since the analogue of (0.1) 
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holds true in the trigonometric interpolation as well, both (0.3) and (0.5) are rather surprising at 
the first glance. 
These results can be interpreted as the starting points of the theory of mean convergence of 
interpolation. The investigations became particularly intensive in the last 7-8 years, and it is 
our aim to give a survey on the most significant results. At some points we will refer to the most 
importants steps in the proofs. Also, the corresponding problems for Hermite-Fej& and 
Hermite-Fejer type interpolation, as well as interpolation on the complex plane will be 
discussed. 
1. The trigonometric case; roots of unity; infinite interval 
1.1. For historical reasons we start with the trigonometric case. The ideas used in the proof 
(0.5) were (and presumably will be) applied in developing the theory, therefore we give a brief 
account of them. 
The so-called Marcinkiewicz (or Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund) inequalities are fundamental (cf. 
[20], [67, Chapter X, (7.51, p.281). If T,, E Yn (the set of trigonometric polynomials of order at 
most n), then 
I/P 
~cllT,,(t)llp, 1 GP <T (i.ij 
and 
i/P 
IIT,(t)Il.a ’ 
L E I~*(t~JIP 
2n+ 1 k=O 
, l<p<c% (1.2) 
Here the proof of (1.1) is rather simple, by using Jensen’s inequality and the (C, l)-summa- 
bility theorem of Fejer. The proof of (1.2) (which is the basis in proving (0.5)) is the following 
(cf. [67, p.291). Let g be a function such that 
IV,, llp=/2TT,,(t)s(t) dt and Ilgll,= 1, 
0 
where (here and later) 4 =p/( p - 1). Then by orthogonality and by applying the relation 
/, 0 
2? t dt = & g T&J, =yn, 
k-0 
(cf. [67, (2.9, p.8]), as well as the Holder inequality and (1.1) we get (S,(g) is the n th partial 
sum of the Fourier series of g) 
II T,, II p = j2*Tng dt =[2TT,,S,(g) dt 
0 0 
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Wiesz’s inequality (cf. [66, Chapter VII, (6.41, p.26611, 
(1 3) . 
with a suitable constant Cdl > 0, whence (1.2) follows with c, = cC$ (Note that ( 1.2) fails to hold 
for p = I or 00.1 
Now (0.5) can be proved as follows. By (1.2) and i,( g, frkn) = g( fkn) we obtain 
(14) . 
whence (0.5) obviously follows. Note that the proof of (1.4) makes heavy use of (1.2). On the 
other hand, the proof of ( 1.2) relies on (1.3). 
These considerations show the strong connection between the LP-convergence of S,(g) and 
Zm( g). Arguments of this type will be frequently used below. 
It is interesting to note that in case p = 2 (Hilhert space), 
II T,(t) IIS = & g 7&y, 
k-0 
(15) . 
for an arbitrary Tn E Y,, which is a particular case of (l,l), (1.2) (cf. 167, (2.5), p.81). This can be 
considered as the Parseval formula for the complete crthcncrmal system {f, ccs t, sin t, . . . , 
ccs nf, sin nt) of 2n + 1 elements with respect to the weight function defined by jumps of 
2rrj(2n + 1) at the nodes (0.4) (cf. [67, Chapter X.2, p.S]), which, in turn, is a special case of 
(1.4). 
The Marcinkiewicz inequalities (1 A), ( 1.2) can be extended to the derivatives of trigcncmet= 
ric polynomials (see 1651). 
1.2. The result analogous to (0.5) in the complex unit circle using the roots of unity and 
functions continuous on I z 1 < 1 and analytic in I z I < 1 < f E AC) was proved by slightly 
different methods in several papers (cf. [19,40,62]). Extensions to domains bounded by suffi- 
ciently smooth rectifiable Jordan curves are, among others, in [1,9,20] and (with an extensive 
bibliography) [7]. The latter work opens a new trend: interpolation at perhu-bed roots of unity. 
This can be considered as a first step in considering general systems of nodes. 
Other relevant results can be found in the references of [7,40]. 
Another extension of (0.5) for the interval ( -00, 00) and for entire functions of exponential 
type is in the recent work [36]. 
2. The algebraic case 
In contrast to the trigonometric case, in case of algebraic polynomials, there are a lot of 
systems of nodes based on roots of complete crthcncrmal systems thoroughly investigated. We 
shall restrict ourselves to the case of finite interval [ - 1, 11. 
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2.1. We start with a historical remark: in 1937 Feldheim [Is] showed that with a suitable 
fl E c 
11 f I - Ln( f 1, u(1/2*1/2)) //4,L,~1,2.1,2i * 0, as n + 00, (2 1) . 
where 
v@qX) := (1 -x)a(l+x)8, . I cy, p > -1, 
is the Jacobi weight (shortly v E J or P E J(cr, p).) This compared to (0.2) and (0.3) justifies the 
problem raised by Erdds and Turin [ 121: given a weight function w, what are the exponents p 3 2 
for which 
II f - L,( f, w) II p,w + 0 (2 2) . 
holds for all f E C? This question was further generalized by Freud [17] to the investigation of 
the quantity 
II f - L,(f) w) II p,u, (2 3) . 
where u 3 0 is an arbitrary weight function. 
The first answer to this question was given by Askey [2,3]. Among others, he showed that 
11 f - L,,( f, da-)) IJp,c.‘“.“’ + 0, asn+m, foraZlfEC[-l,l], (2 4) . 
provided 
4(a, + 1) 
O<p<r((Y):= 2cu+l . 
Moreover, here r(cy) cannot be replaced by r(cy) + E, E > 0, i.e., for all p > &) there exists an 
j, E C depending on p such that L II f2 - L,( f2, ~(~3~)) II p,I.(=u) * 0 as n + 00. 
The method of Askey was proving a proper modification of (l.l), (1.2). Instead of !l.l), one 
has to show the generalization of the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature to the inequality 
i ~~,l(~)IP(~kn(~))IP~~IIPll~~~, -n,, =J, (2 5) . 
k=O 
(here hkn( u) are the Christoffel numbers and I& is the set of algebraic polynomials of degree 
at most n), while (1.2) requires the inequality 
IIS,,(f, U)llp.l.~Cllf Ilp, f ELP, 1 <P <T (2 6) . 
where S,,( f, v) is the nth partial sum of the Fourier-Jacobi series of f with respect to the 
weight function v E J (cf. (1.3)). 
In order to generaiize (2.4j, one needs a bdneralization of (2.51, (2.6). Let GJ denote the set 
of generalized Jacobi weight functions, i.e., functions of the form 
w(x)=+(& lx-y,]? 
k=l 
1x1 <I, -l=y,<y,< ... <y,=l, rk> -1, k=l,..., N, 
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where t/i x ’ E L” in [- 1, 1] (cf. [28, p.6731). Nevai [27, Theorem 9.25, p.1681 has shown the 
following. 
Let w E GJ, 0 < p < 00. lf c is a fixes positke number and o is an arbitrary, not necessard” 
integrable Jacobi weight ( LY E J ), then for any P E I&,#, c > 1, WC ham 
P(q,(w)) I Pc~(xk,(w))Ak,(w) G const. II P ll,9,.,,p. (2 7) . 
k=l 
Inequality (2.6) was generalized by Badkov [4], but the ultimate generalization is due to Xu 
[64]1. In order to state his result based on methods of Badkov, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden, let 
us introduce the set of generalized smooth Jacobi weight (GSJ). We say that w E GSJ if w E GJ 
and the modulus of c~ncinuity w(t) of # satisfies j !_ lot t)/t dt < 0~. Also, if N = 2 in the above 
definition of GJ and 9’ E Lip 1, then we say that w E SJ. Finally, denote EJ c GJ the set of 
generalized Jacobi weight functions with #(t I= 1. Now the resuit of Xu is the following ([63, 
Theorem 4.11, and the references therein). 
If cy E GSJ, 14, w E EJ, then 
II wS,,( f, a) ii p.a < II fi& II p a 9 . (2 8) . 
provided 
wpa, wqcYJm)-P’2a, z1-"a!, u-R(cuJ-)-q’2a EL’, w <cu. (2 9) . 
The particular case w = II is due to Badkov, where it is shown that if (2.8) holds for all f with 
p,a < 30, then (2.9) is necessary, too. 
Now if we want to investigate (2.3) for an arbitrary weight function u with the above method 
of Marcinkiewicz-Askey, then this requires the knowledge of convergence of orthogonal 
Fourier series in the same weighted Lp space where the Lagrange interpolation is considered 
(cf. (2.6)). 
However, at present nothing is known on the convergence of orthogonal Fourier series in Lp 
spaces with arbitrary weights. Nevai 1281 developed another approach: he considered Lagrange 
interpolation as a mapping from the space of bounded functions into the appropriate weighted 
Lp spaces (and not as a mapping from L p into L p). The generalization of the Gauss-Jacobi 
quadrature (cf. ( 1.2) or (2.7)) does not present new theoretical difficulties. 
With the method just described, Nevai [28, Theorem 61 has shown the following fairly 
general theorem. 
ASSUrnf that BE’ E GSJ, 9 <p f r II E ( L log+ L jp, II 2 0, u > 0 on a set of positiue Lebesgue 
meastrre. Then 
Cm IIu[f-L,(f, w)] ll,=O, 
I?-x 
for all f E C[ - 1, l] if and only if 
ZC 
\‘WJC7 
ELP. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Moreover, there exists u > 0 with u E Lr \( L log+L)p in [ - 1, l] such that condition (2.11) does 
not impZy (2.10). (The original theorem is somewhat more general, it is valid for the so-called 
quasi-Lagrange interpolation as well.) 
Note that even the investigation of the case 0 <p < 1 requires new ideas. 
2.2. Relation (0.2) motivates another interesting problem of Turan. 
Problem (Turin [53, Problem VIII, p.321). Does there exist a weight function w such that for 
some f E C, 
lim sup II f(x) - L,,( f, w x) II p,H. = 00, 
tt --+x 
for ellery p > 2? 
The positive answer was conjectured by Askey [2], and the rather difficult proof of the next 
theorem (which actually solves a more general problem) is due to Nevai [27,29]. 
Let supp(&)=[-1, 1] and log CU’(COS ~)EL’ in [0,2n]. Let l<p,<~ and OGuEL’ ~FZ 
[ - 1, 11. Suppose that 
/I 
forevwP>P!!. 
Tirere there xists f E C such that 
lim SUP II L,,( f, da) II p,,, = 00, for every P > po. 
II ---, 32 
(Generally dcu is a positive measure generated by the nondecreasing bounded function a(x), 
I x I < 1, and supp(dcu) is the set of (infinitely many) points of increase of a(~). We require 
lirx” da(x) < 00, n = 0, 1,. . .; cf. [52, 2.2, p.251.) 
Although even the sketch of the proof would be out of the frames of this survey, we mention 
one of the “building blocks”, for two reasons: it will be used later, and it is a nice and useful 
product of the extension of Szego’s theory, recently developed by Mate, Nevai and Totik (cf. 
[30, 4.131 and the references therein). Namely, in [25] they proved the following. 
Let supp(da) = [- 1, 11, CY’ > 0 a.e. in [ - 1, l] ’ and suppose 0 <p < a~. If g E L’, then 
d-4 I 
( &gTT (r7 
G c, lim sup II gp,,(da) II p. 
t1 -+ 00 
(2.12) 
’ I.e., we do not require the conditim (Y E S (S is the Szegij class defined by the condition log (~‘(~0s 8) E L'EO, 2~1). 
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2.3. We now turn to the investigation of 
f”“(X) - L’,“( f. w, x), 
i.e., the convergence of the rth derivative of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial (naturally, 
to the rth derivative of the function). Of course, the theory started with the estimation of the 
supremum norms. Surprisingly, the roots of classical orthogonal polynomials yielded only weak 
results, even for X = T. The typical situation was that one had to assume some smoothness of 
the 2rth derivative of the function in order to have uniform convergence of the rth derivative 
of Lagrange interpolation. Then it turned out that in ctie r = 1 or 2, adding + 1 to, e.g., the 
Chebyshev nodes, the situation improves (cf. [S]). However, for a long time it was not clear how 
to construct good systems of nodes for r 2 3. The real breakthrough came in 1987, when the 
first author discovered that by adding [$- + l)] points “near” the endpoints _i 1 (including 
these points) to the Chebyshev nodes of first or second kind (depending on the parity of r), we 
get a matrix of interpolation X, such that 
f !r) - L’,“(f, X,) llx = O(log n)w f”‘, L 
( 1 j1 ’ 
where m is the modulus of continuity of f”)(;r) (cf. [46], as well as the above-quoted paper [5] 
for the case r = 1 or 2). This estimate is based on the use of the operator norm 
111 L’,” 111 zz := jl k (1 -_&)‘/lll:::(x)l/l , r=O, l,... . 
k=l j; 
(This norm was introduced in [26], without exploiting its powerful advantages.) In [46] it was 
proved that for any system of nodes 
Il! L!,” 111 z 202’ log IZ, r=O, l,... . (2.13) 
For r = 0 this is Faber’s theorem, and for r = 1 or 2 it was proved in [5]. Later this was 
generalized to arbitrary projection operators by the second author (cf. [56]). Remark that the 
estimate (2.13) is sharp, e.g., for the above-mentioned matrix X, (other matrices with these 
properties were discovered in [3’7]). 
Now, just like in the case r = 0, the factor “log 12” in the above estimates can be dropped if 
we turn to mean convergence (as we mentioned, in the trigonometric case this was observed in 
[65]). We start with a general result which provides an estimate in terms of the order of mean 
convergence in the original case r = 0. In what follows let E,j 4 denote the order of best 
polynomia! approximatiorr of degree n of the corresponding function in the uniform metric. 
Then we have the following (cf. [49, Theorem 11). 
Let w E GJ and ffr) E C[ - 1, 11. Then 
Ikf (r) - tyy f, w))( 1 - x2)“7 Ilp.n~c(nrIIf-L,,(f, ~)lIp.lr.+E,,_,_,(f”‘)), 
n>r-H, O<p<w 
Thus if we have some information on the weighted mean convergence of Lagrange interpola- 
tion, then we can estimate the same for the rth derivative. For example, under the aboLle 
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conditions, with the additional assumption that w 1/p_ ‘12( 1 - x 2)- ‘I4 E L p, we have 
lk f ‘r’-Lj:‘(f, w))(l -x’)f’21),.~~cE,_,_,(f) 
(cf. [49, Corollary]). 
If we aim at estimates in terms of the modulus of continuity instead of the best approxima- 
tion, then we can get sharper results. For this purpose one needs a weighted Markov-Bernstein 
type inequality in Lp metric. A possible form of this (see [21, Theorem 3, p.lOO], as well as [34], 
[lo, (8.1.3), (8.1.4), p.911) is the following. 
If w E GSJ such that wp EL’, then for any P’ E n,,, 
II w x 1 -X’) ( )( ’ r’2P;rj(X)llp ~cn’IIw(x)P,,(x)II,, O<p<m. (2.14) 
Hence using arguments similar to those in case r = 0, as well as the Gopengauz-Telyakowski 
theorem on pointwise polynomial approximation and the idea of additional points, one gets the 
following theorem. 
Let w E GSJ, u E GJ, fm E C, r > 0, 0 < p < 00. Assume further that 
L,(s-1/2.t-1/2)Ul/P E LP and U(S-1/2,t-1/2) 
If we denote by X,,,(wJ the matrix of interpolation obtained from the matrix of the roots of the nth 
orthogonal polynomial with respect o the weight w by adding properly s and t points near 1 and 
- 1, respecticely , then 
II f(I) - L!!‘( f 7 XJW)) Ilp,r, = w-’ )0( f@;, t), I=O, l,..., r. (2.15) 
This theorem was proved by Mastroianni and Nevai [23, Theorem 3.21. It improves an 
analogous theorem by Nevai and Vertesi [33, Theorem 21. The special case w = l/$i7 or 
w=&7, u= I/ dm, p = 2, I = r, has been proved earlier by Szabados and Varma 
[491. 
We mention that the idea of using “additional nodes” proved to be useful in many situations, 
see, e.g., [6,8,23]. 
3. Hermite-Fejik and Hermite-Fejkr type interpolations 
3.1. Let us recall the definition of Hermite-Fejer interpolation (HFI). This is a polynomial 
H,,( f, X, x) of degree at most Zn - 1 defined by the conditions 
H,(f, x Xk,J =f(x,,), li,‘(f, x, x) =R k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
As it was discovered by Fejer, in contrast to Lagrange interpolation, the HFI may converge 
uniformly for all continuous functions for many matrices X. (Fejer proved this for X = 7’; for 
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.x = {_s&- F”)}, - 1 < cy, 6 < 0, see the classical results of Fejer, Griinwald an’ SzegB in [52, 
Chapser XIV] and the references therein.) 
Because of the good uniform convergence properties of HFI, the investigation of mean 
convergence is relatively new. In 1985, Nevai and Vertesi 1311 proved the following. 
Letw~!%I, p>O, UEJ. Then 
lim II f - Hn( f, w) II p.fl = 0, for aNfE C, (3 1) . 
18 - JD 
if and on& if w-Pu E L*. (This is a slightly simplified form of the result.) 
Now choose u = w = 1. By (3.11, jyl I f-H,J_f, d”*o,)l +Oasn+aforanyfEC,whileif 
fi(x) = 1 -x, say, then lim, da II fl - HJf!, LJ~*~)) llm > 0 (cf. 152, (14.6.17), p.343]), i.e., mean 
convergence may improve the conueEence behavior of HFI. 
Another justification of the investigation of the mean convergence of HFI_ may be the 
following nice observation of Prasad and Varma [35]. When w = l/ \/1-5;2 (Chebyshev 
weight), then 
lif-H,(f9w)II.,w=O 
(( I) 
@ f-3 1 
nl ’ 
if fEC, (3 2) . 
i.e., mean convergence may improve the order of convergence of HFI compared to the uniform 
metric (where, e.g., for ~Jx) = 1 x 1 E Lip 1, 11 fl - H,(f,, w) II ao 2 c log n/n). 
A very general conuerse result is due to Mate and Nevai [24]. Consider the following 
conditions. 
(i) supp(dcz) = [ - 1, l] and log ar’(cos 0) E L’[O, 2~1. 
(ii) supp(da) = [ - 1, l], a’( x) > 0 a.e. in [ - 1, l] and there exist c > 0 and an interval 
d C[ - 1, I] such that a’(x) > c on d. 
uc.l uu oH..-r,_ J ** AN rntk;fiz either (i) or (ii) and let 0 <p < 00, II 2 0, II E L*[ - 1, 11. Zf 
Ilf-H,.,(f- d~)Il,,, =Q , foralif EC, 
then 
(a~(X)m)-L/~P < 00. . 
(3 3) . 
(3 4) . 
This statement is one of the few mean convergence results where ar(x) need not be in the 
STeg6 class S. The proof heavily uses relation (2.12). 
3.2. The paper [31] represents one pos.sibiZity of proving mean convergence results for 
Hermite-Fej& interpolation: using the connection between Lagrange and Hermite-Fejer 
interpolation, results on the mean convergence of the former are applied. 
Another possibility is to estimate directly the corresponding fundamental polynomials (cf. 
[57,58,60,61]). Unfortunately, in this case w cannot be very general; nevertheless, the proofs do 
not make use of the deep results on the mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation. A typical 
example which includes HFI of higher order, is as follows. 
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Let the polynomial H,t,,,( f, X, xi of degree at most mn - 1 (m 2 1 and 0 < r < m - 1 are 
fixed integers) be defined by 
Hfg,(f, x. Xkn) = 
i 
fqi)(xkn), if 0 Gj \cr, k = 1 o ‘)***9 n, 
9 if r<j<m-1, 
(3 5) . 
(truncated HFI). If r = 0, we write H (VT A kiRh-~ -vderj, and if r = jt? - 1, then we write nm \I 1 I VI lrrgll l u1 
Z,,,n (classical Hermite interpolation). Clearly Hnlo = Hn, = L,, and Hnzo = Hn2 = Hn_ 
Further define 
1 2 1 1 
A,n:= a---, 
2 m 
cm:= _-_-, 
2 m 
y := min(a, p), P= mm(w P)Y a!, p> -1, 
w,(x) := w,, (“*P)(~) := ( v~~.B)(X)~~)m’2~ 
Now the result is the following. 
Let m 2 2 be a fked even integer, p > 0, u E J, and let v EJ((u, /3:‘, where a! and p satisfy 
Y 2 C,, or Am<y<C,, and r-y,<2m. (3 6) . 
Then 
lim II f - &n(f) v) II p,lc = 0, for any f E C (3 7) . 
n+w 
if and only if 
67 p 
’ i 1 wm(X) , EL? (3 8) . 
(3.8) =S (3.7) is in [SS, Theorem 2.11, while (3.7) * (3.8) comes from [38, IV, Part 5.41. 
Again, (3.7) is an improvement of some results on uniform convergence which does hold for 
certain values of a! and p (cf. [57, Part 21 and [38, IV, Part 5.31). 
3.3. An important tool in approaching the problem (again with restrictions on wj can be 
found, in its most general form, in [63]. Here the author generalizes the Marcinkiewicz 
inequality (1.2). A simplified form of the result is the following. 
Let m 2 I, PEn,nn_,, 1 <p < 00, v E J with vdl -x2 < c and let xku be the zeros of the 
Chebysheu polynomial. Then 
m-i 
11 P 11 p,c Q c C n-ip-l i (I -~#‘~1 Pci)( xkn) 1 (3 9) . 
j=O k=l 
([63, Theorems 5.2 and 5.31 and [64, Corollary 11; for the complex case see 17, Section 5/M). 
A combination of the second method (direct estimation), a sharper version of (3.9), (2.14) 
and other tools yield the following generalization of (3.2) for arbitrary m. 
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Let nI>, I, O<r<rrz - 2, 0 c p < 00, 11 E J, L’ E J(a(, @ and y > Cnt . Then, for eoery integer 
A 2 0. 
f - H,,,,,,( f v l*) it p.u = o(n 
provided 
I 
I 
P 
EL? (3.11) 
Here O+ (4 = v 1 - x’: ) is the Ditzian-Totik modulus of continuity (cf. [lo]). 
(3.10) 
The above [essentially sharp) theorem is contained in V&tesi and Xu [61, Theorem 2.11 (cf. 
also [IS,SSp. A special case (r = 0, ar = p, A = 0, u an ultraspherical Jacobi polynomial, and o& 
replaced by W) was proved by Szabados and Varma [SO]. 
From the above theorems one can get estimations for I] f(j) -Hi&( f, v) Ii p,u (or for 
f (I“ - Z$( f, 19 I] p,i?), j > 0, by (2.14) and (3.9), using methods applied in Section 2.3 (cf. 
[60,61]). 
3.4. If m is el?ea, A = r = 0, then (3.11) requires more than (3.8); on the other hand, of 
course, (3.10) states more than (3.7). However, as we pointed out, ]I f - H,,( f, v) II 43 + 0 as 
n + m for any f E C, if L’ E J is properly chosen. 
For MM values of m, the situation is different. Although we have mean convergence results 
(cf. (3.10) and (3.11)), but lim SUP,+~ I] H,,( f, v) II m = 00 with a properly chosen f E C (v E 
Jk, PI, cy, @ > - 1, m = 1, 3, 5,. . ., are arbitrarily fixed; cf. [57, Theorem 2.7, p.1381 and [38, 
III, Theorem 3.31). A natural question is to ask about this divergence phenomenon for other 
matrices. 
In a recent paper the first author, applying a nice idea of Hal&z, proved the following fairly 
general Faber type theorem (cf. [47, Theorem 11). 
Let K be an arbitrary matrix oj interpo!ation, and let m be a faed odd integer. Then the La-norm 
oj the operator H,,,,, is always >, c log n. (The original statement is more general.) 
The above considerations justify why H,,, is called Lagrange type if m is odd, and 
-W !Z*l in:te -Fe& type if m is even. 
3.5. Concerning the H,,, or more generally, the Hn.uq, process (where, instead of the 
first m - 1 derivatives, the q ],. . . , qnrth derivatives are d;es&ib~d as zero) on the roots of unity, 
there are a number of results, stating 
’ l/P 
If(d-pn(f, ~)]“ldzl +@, as n+q (3.12) 
for all f E AC. (Here -E”, is one of the above procedures.) (Cf. [16,39,48,54].) Surprising!y, these 
results are better than the corresponding estimates on the real line (cf. [32]). The mean 
convergence of Hnm on domains bounded by “smooth” Jordan curves can be found in [7]. 
3.6. Mean convergence of trigonometric Birkhoff interpolation is the subject of the nice 
paper by Sharma and Xu [41], where the analogue of inequality (3.9) is applied. 
4. A new approach 
4.1. The solution of Tur&r’s famous and deep problem given by Nevai [27,28] requires a lot 
of difficult and far-reaching statements and investigations on orthogonal polynomials (cf. 
Section 2.2). However, as it turns out from a very recent work of Shi [44], using a new approach, 
many considerations can be saved and at the same time more general results can be obtained. 
One of them is the following [44, Theorem 41. 
Let u i > Oi E i’ and 2 \( p. < 00. 1f w is an arbitrary weight functimt in [ - 1, 11 with 
for eL’ery P ‘PO, (4 1) . 
there there xists a function f E C such that 
lim sup II L,( f, w) II p,rr = 0% for every p > p. l (4 2) . 
I1 += 
(-Notice that the condition Q ( = [w) E S is dropped.) 
The proof is a nice combination of some general properties of orthogonal polynomials and 
the investigation of the Lebesgue function type sum 
S,(x) :=$,(X(w), x) := k I x --Q&q I I ~/JW, x) I, XE [-1, 11. 
k=l 
The technique of proving S,(x) > c on a “large” set of [ - 1, l] was developed by Erd6s and 
Vertesi (cf. [13,14,55] or [51, Chapter III]). However, in these works S,(x) is not considered, 
only similar expressions. One of the main achievements of Shi is the discovery of the 
fundamental importance of S,(x) in the mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation. (Recall 
that in the uniform convergence the function Cz =, I l,,(x) I played a decisive role.) 
4.2. The above method will certainly yield other results ? Actually, using S,(x), Shi already 
solved the saturation problem of H,l,2,n,2m_2 (for an arbitrary X), and obtained results on 
Turan’s inequality (cf. [43,45], respectively). 
Moreover, applying (2.12) the following theorem can be obtained. 
Let supp(dar) = [ - 1, 11, ar’>O a.e. in [-1, 11, u (>O)EL~ and 1 <pO<oo. If 
(4 3) . 
2 (Addendum, July 1992) Indeed, in the last year a ioi ul’ genzralizatiorls and devclopucnts have been proved. They 
will be included in a forthcoming paper. 
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then there exists an f E C such that 
lim sup II L,( f, da) II p.r, = 00, for euery p > pO. 
n-x 
( 9 6L 6 . 
5. Problems 
(I) In their paper [8], Criscuolo, Mastroianni and Nevai proved a number of results on mean 
convergence of Lagrange interpolation based on roots of polynomials of the form p,( wl)p,,( I+), 
where W, and w2 are weight functions. Extend this theory for other interpolation processes 
(e.g., for truncated HFI). 
(2) Prove (3.9) for more general w’s. 
(3) Prove a “(3.3) = (3.4)“-type relation for H,,. 
(4) Prove (3.1 I) for Birkhoff interpolation on general Jordan curves. Even existence is a 
problem (cf. [7D. 
(5) Perturb the roots of unity so that the corresponding statements remain true (cf. [7]). 
(6) What is the “minimal smoothness” of the Jordan curve for w5ch the corresponding 
statements remain true? 
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